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personal hygiene

head wash systeminflatable crescent basin

shampoo rinse basin

■   inflatable tray
provides
support for
head, neck
and shoulders
during
shampooing

■   8" double tube design prevents
spilling

■   drain hose conveniently drains
water from basin

 86-0210       shampoo basin                  25.00 

■   double-
walled
basin has
recessed
neck rest 

■   plug allows
used water
to drain
into reservoir beneath basin

■   after washing, secure drain plug then
carry the basin away to be emptied

■   2 gallon capacity

 86-0230 head wash system  127.50 

■ large, rigid plastic rinse basin with
recessed neck rest

■ side drain hose with a shut-off
clamp 

■ open for continuous flushing; close
to retain water

 86-0200     rinse basin, 21"x18"x6"  77.50 

■   to shampoo,
remove pillow
and replace
with the
crescent-
shaped
basin; no
repositioning is necessary

■   large drain tube for emptying 
■   inflatable plastic basin
  

 86-0220 crescent basin  12.50 

jumbo pill box

Autodrop® eyedrop guidetube squeezer 

Autosqueeze™ bottle squeeze

Bottom Buddy™ toilet tissue aidSelf Wipe® toilet aid

■   small
enough
to carry
in purse

■   crusher
mechanism doubles as a small
water cup

■   dishwasher safe

 85-0110 pill crusher  12.00 

■   correctly
positions bottle
over eye

■   prevents
blinking by
keeping lower lid open

■   unique pinhole directs eyesight
away from drops

 85-0130   Autodrop®                 5.00 

■   provides leverage
to make
squeezing bottles
easier

■   designed for self-cleaning
when reaching is difficult

■   soft, flexible head grips
any tissue or wipe

■   soiled paper is released
into the bowl with a push of
a button

 85-0200 Bottom Buddy™  65.00 

■   rounded design allows for more
accurate placement and pressure

■   tissue is rolled then placed
around the angled clamp

■   after use the tissue is released by
pressing button on handle

■   rotating handle allows correct
amount of tissue to be dispensed

■   10" handle

 85-0201 Self Wipe®  45.00 

■   accepts any plastic
or metal tube 2"
wide

■   twist key to squeeze
out contents

Inserting tissue:

Step 1:
Hold tissue with end of
�nger in the center of 
the tissue

Step 2:
Place �nger over opening 
of Bottom Buddy head.

Step 3:
Bend lower section down 
and insert tissue part 
way into opening. 
Remove �nger.

Step 4:
Smooth tissue over head.

      Releasing tissue:

      Point Bottom Buddy 
      head down and push 
      release button 
      forward to 
      release tissue.

 85-0140 Autosqueeze™  5.00 

 85-0150 tube squeezer  9.50 
 85-0150-2 2 each  19.00 

pill crusher
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■   large capacity 7 day pill box
■   each compartment holds 65

ASA size pills
■   Braille on lids

 85-0100 jumbo pill box  6.00 
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